Abstract. We describe the application of a recently published general event detection framework, called EVE to the challenging task of molecular event detection, that is, the automatic detection of structural changes of a molecule over time. Different types of molecular events can be of interest which have, in the past, been addressed by specialized methods. The framework used here allows different types of molecular events to be systematically investigated. In this paper, we summarize existing molecular event detection methods and demonstrate how EVE can be configured for a number of molecular event types.
Introduction
Research in Chemistry/Chemical Biology has been interested in understanding molecular dynamics simulations for around 25 years [14, 19] . There are many different ways of modeling molecules; here we are primarily interested in molecules (as in Figure 1 ) represented as a connected group of multiple atoms, ranging 
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from tens to several hundreds of atoms and more. The geometrical arrangement of atoms to each other (known as the conformation of the molecule) under normal conditions changes continuously, even in a vacuum. These changes range from small oscillations to drastic changes in the overall molecular shape. It is important to differentiate between small, unimportant conformational changes and more important ones, which are relevant e.g. for the biological function of a molecule. The automatic detection of unexpected or irregular transformations of the molecule's conformation is of particular interest.
There are two main reasons why molecular dynamics (MD) is concerned with simulating data. First of all, monitoring atom positions and hence the molecular conformation at a sufficiently high resolution (both in terms of time and location) is complicated and second the influence of the molecule's surroundings has a substantial effect on the molecule's conformations. Using simulated movements over time helps to better understand the behavior of a molecule. However, actually processing the vasts amount of data generated by these simulations poses enormous problems.
The core idea behind molecular dynamics simulations is to simulate the behavior of molecules, mostly of proteins, over time by using "simple potential-energy functions" [2] . Hence this is an artificially, but not randomly generated data set, which depicts the true behavior of the molecule. The forces and reciprocal effects between the molecule's atoms and bonds can be explained with fairly simple mathematical functions. Basically every atom can influence all other atoms with the bonds between the atoms adding to this effect. The dynamics are calculated by solving equation systems based on all these functions together [2] . By iteratively calculating the steps of the molecule's internal positions a sequence of conformations is generated. This sequence captures the movement of the molecule, represented by all of the individual atom positions in three dimensional coordinates over time. The interest of molecular event detection lies in finding unexpected movements among atom positions of a molecule. Such movements can e.g. refer to a conformational change or a folding of the molecule.
The internal relations between molecule's atoms and bonds are investigated for other aspects (e.g. kinetic and thermodynamic information [2] ) as well in molecular mechanics [8] . However, in this work we are interested only in the changes of atom positions over time, hence, in the sequence of molecule conformations. There are various types of molecular events. The key point of interest is that these structural changes are relevant for the chemical state or mechanism of the molecule.
In this work we concentrate on the problem of general molecular event detection as an application for change and event detection in high dimension. We begin by discussing current approaches, starting with an overview of feature based methods before discussing more recent methods. Afterwards we briefly summarize the concepts of EVE [1] , an event detection framework we use to formalize the underlying event detection problem. We conclude by demonstrating how EVE can be used to detect molecular events of interest for a real molecular sequence. 46 
Related Work
In the area of data mining and statistics considerable work has already been invested in the detection of irregularities in series data. Event detection [12] , drift detection [24] and anomaly detection [9] are vibrant research directions.
In this section we focus on how events are detected in molecular dynamics. One of the main difficulties is the high dimensionality of the feature vector. Following the structure of a recent survey paper [6] we will first discuss traditional analysis methods, which are mainly concerned with the extraction of features. Recent methods regard the molecule's atoms as the nodes in a graph and apply different strategies to introduce edges and then monitor changes of the resulting graph over time.
Traditional Analysis
A large number of atoms -easily hundreds -is encountered when analyzing a molecular times series. Using their coordinates and other properties as one huge feature vector is time consuming and often yields uninterpretable results. For this reason quite a few applications of molecular event detection are first concerned with preprocessing the features of the molecule's conformation.
H Atom Filtering:
As already mentioned, molecules consist of many atoms like carbonate (C), hydrogen (H), or oxygen (O), to name just some of the common ones. Smaller atoms (like hydrogen), for example, are known to be more prone to move. Common practice therefore ignores the movements of hydrogens as they are not related to an overall structural change of the molecule and can easily be derived from the remainder of the molecular structure anyway. 
C
α Atom Extraction: A more compact representation retains only the so called C α trace [11] , where a C α -carbon is the central carbon of an amino acid [21] . Put simply, each protein consists of multiple amino acids, which are "substructures" of the molecule. In each amino acid the C α -carbon can be uniquely determined and all of these carbons are combined to the C α trace, which is an abstraction of the overall structural appearance. Therefore only the C α carbons are used as features and all other atoms are filtered. This reduction naturally reduces the dimension immensely. It is questionable whether it also filters a possible movement from the data. In Figure 2 the C α trace of 1AKG is visualized for three consecutive time points.
Distances: One problem when monitoring molecular dynamics is that only relations within the molecule's atoms are of interest and not an overall movement. One solution for this problem is to calculate relative distances (e.g. Euclidean or absolute) between each pair of atoms inside the molecule. The resulting feature space is quadratic in the number of atoms.
Angles: A second solution for filtering an overall movement from the data is to use angles between the position of individual atoms. The feature vector then consists of the angles in three dimensional space.
RMSD:
A "well-known and most widely accepted" [15] method for measuring the similarity between two confirmations of a molecule is the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD). It is calculated by using the average distance between all atom positions.
is the conformation of molecule M at time point t and m (t) i ∈ R 3 is the atom position of atom i.
The disadvantage is that the RMSD measure also reacts to movements and rotations of the molecule. The problem of movements can be resolved by shifting one molecule and rotation can be solved by pre-applying a rotation. The Kabsch Algorithm [13] is one of the most popular solutions for this optimization problem and uses a singular value decomposition to find the minimizing transformation matrix. A more recent approach uses Quaternions to solve the problem [10] .
Visualization: The detection of an event can also be determined by visual inspection. In a line plot of the RMSD measure, molecular events are mapped to peaks in the dissimilarity. More recently heatmaps of the complete distance matrix between all time points are used as well. Areas showing a small in-between dissimilarity and a large dissimilarity to neighboring times are then further investigated. 48 
Non-traditional Analysis
During the last few years, new methods for analyzing MD simulations came up. In contrast to traditional analysis methods they are designed to deal with much larger simulations.
In flexibility analysis [22, 4] each atom is individually investigated using a principal component analysis (PCA). The results enable atoms with fast vibrations or small movements to be filtered and summarize the major states of the molecule. Finally the flexibility vectors, generated from the PCA, are plotted on a mean structure of the molecule for further analysis [6] . In the wavelet analysis of MD simulations [3, 7] the atoms are individually analyzed as well. Using a continuous wavelet transform Benson and Daggett [7] are able to find trajectories of different proteins that show similar structural movements.
The most recent research direction uses graphs to model the overall dependencies in the molecule. Wriggers et al. [23] presented probably one of the earliest approaches. In this work a graph is generated from the atoms' positions. They propose multiple methods for generating the graph using a distance cut-off, whereby atoms are connected in the graph if their distance is below a certain threshold, or the generalized masked delaunay tetrahedralization. Afterwards changes in the consequent graphs are tracked over time, enabling the number of appearing and disappearing edges to be counted. Finally they apply different filters to the achieved series of graph changes to detect the event. The Dynamic Tensor Analysis [17, 18] applies tensor analysis to identify conformational substates of the molecular sequence. More recently graphs are generated using additional expert knowledge of the chemical structures [5] .
Goals of Molecular Event Detection
As described previously molecular event detection is concerned with the analysis of movements of molecules over time. The molecule's movement is simulated in three dimensional space and every few picoseconds, or even less, a snap shot/conformation of the current positions is calculated. The molecule M is represented as list of its three dimensional atom positions M = (m 1 , . . . , m n ) t , where m i = (x, y, z) t ∈ R 3 . The molecules are generated at time points t = 1 . . . m. The molecule at time point t is entitled M (t) . The goal of molecular event detection is to find interesting changes in the consequent states of a molecule. Next we assume that a dissimilarity function d(·, ·) is provided, which is able to calculate the dissimilarity between two conformations of a molecule. For example RMSD can be used.
Constant: A molecular dynamics is called constant in a time interval [t 0 , t 1 ] if the relations in-between the atom positions do not change (∃ǫ
Changing: Molecular dynamics change if the dissimilarities increase over consequent time steps. A molecule is changing in the time interval [t 0 , t p ] = (t 0 , . . . , t p ) EVE structures any event detection algorithm into three key components: window configuration, dissimilarity measure and detection mechanism.
Window configuration
Two windows need to be defined, the past and the current window. The past window models behavior which is assumed to be normal at this point in time. The current window on the other hand is tested to see if it contains a possible event. The process of a window over consequent time steps is defined by two terms. The first refers to the start position which can be sliding or fixed (short: S or F) and the second one to the window size which is either constant or growing (short: C or G). Two such windows, one for past and one for current (e.g. SC ֒→SC), determine the process of a window over consequent time steps as a window combination. 
Dissimilarity measure
The goal of the dissimilarity function is to indicate the probability of an event being detected. By previously building an abstracted model on the window, multiple possibilities of calculating this dissimilarity are possible. The Kullback-Leibler distance [16] , the Euclidean distance (L 2 ), other Lnorms or classification measures (e.g. the false positive rate) are obvious examples.
Detection mechanism
Detection is performed to identify events by evaluating the previously calculated dissimilarity measures, often by simply applying a threshold function or using a control chart [20] .
After introducing the main ingredients of EVE, we now demonstrate how it can be applied to the specific application of molecular dynamics and illustrate how relevant events of different type can be detected.
Experimental Setup
For the setup of the EVE framework the representation, dissimilarity function, and threshold are chosen as follows.
Data Model: When a window contains multiple conformations the positions of the atoms are averaged to filter out small oscillations of the atoms. This average structure is calculated as follows: 
The Root-mean-square deviation (as introduced in Section 2.1) is used as dissimilarity measure.
As detection mechanism a control chart [20] is used. An event is reported if the dissimilarity measure exceeds the sum of mean µ and 1.5 fold std. dev. σ.
We investigated four different window combinations: FC ֒→SC, FC ֒→FG, FG ֒→SC, SC ֒→SC. In the experiments we used three window sizes: c ∈ {1, 10, 20}. We here previously filtered the H atoms of the molecule. In Figure 4 the FG ֒→SC with window size 5 is applied on three representations, C α -trace, H atoms filtering and all atoms. We normalized the distance measures to 0-1. However the visualization shows that the results are very similar and especially filtering the H atoms only had small effects to the overall error measure.
Molecular Data Set
The analysis is demonstrated on 1AKG, alpha-conotoxin pnib 1 (see Fig. 1 ), which is a relatively small molecule, actually a protein, containing 16 amino acids and 213 atoms. We chose this molecule because it is already well studied and hence the ground truth, e.g. the interesting events in the series are known.
The behavior of the molecule's conformation is as follows: During the first 70 time steps it does not change significantly, only small movements inside and a small overall rotation occur. Afterwards the molecule starts to fold. At time point ∼ 230 folding reaches a maximum and the folding angles start to decrease again until time point ∼ 400, where a constant conformation is reached.
In Figure 6 to 8 three windowing concepts are applied to the alpha-conotoxin pnib over time. The x axis of each plot represents the time and the y axis the calculated dissimilarity. In all of these visualizations, the dissimilarity measure is shown in green, the lower bound of the control chart is depicted in blue and the upper bound is orange. 
Discussion of Experiments
In this section we discuss the analysis results of the molecular event detection using EVE.
The first type of window combination investigated is the FC ֒→FG because it is the one with the most irrelevant result. Figure 5 shows the error calculated for the FC ֒→FG on four different window sizes. The constant phase in the beginning of the molecular series is determined. However, afterwards the mean structure of the current window is not representative as it contains the change and the base line.
In addition to the changes of interest, the molecules' conformation changes steadily as the atoms are constantly see-sawing and there is always a lot of movement in smaller regions as well. This is clearly visible e.g. in the SC ֒→SC of window size c = 1 (Figure 6a ). There is so much movement in the dissimilarity function that the number of false positives is much too high. These oscillations can be filtered by adjusting the window sizes accordingly. However using a window size that is too big can smooth out possible events. In FC ֒→FG ( Figure 5 ) an increasing line only is visible for all combinations, due to the fact that the second window is too big to produce meaningful results. However the opposite concept FG ֒→SC (as can be seen in Figure 8 works well. The outlier is observed with the window size c = 1 (Fig. 8a) . The second part of our analysis was concerned with the question whether a reoccurring change can also be detected in the data. Two insights were provided by the FC ֒→SC combination. The first part of the window up to time point 100 does not change very much, however, there is an outlier at time point 52 indicating a high dissimilarity to the baseline window. Although the outlier was smoothed out by bigger windows, they showed the overall movement trend in the conformational states of the molecule much more clearly. Considering the dissimilarity for FC ֒→SC and window size c = 20, the constant phase in the beginning, the change, which was previously marked as a folding; and finally the return to the initial state can be seen clearly (Figure 7) . The reoccurring change also becomes clear by inspecting Figure 8b where the constant behavior is reached again after time step 400.
The last observation is provided by the plots of the SC ֒→SC combination ( Figure 6 ). A window size of c = 10 yields good results on the first view. When the default threshold (µ + 1.5 * σ) is used, the start of the change, which should be detected at around time 70, is not detected. The first event would therefore not have been recognized. Using a window size of c = 20, on the other hand, does allow this event to be detected.
Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated how the EVE framework can be applied to a complex problem, namely molecular event detection. Using this framework we were able to identify the points of interest and demonstrated that EVE can be used to detect events in challenging real world problems in a structure manner.
